Box score

San Diego CC at Southwestern
Mar 12, 2011 at Southwestern

San Diego CC 6

Player                      AB  R  H  RBI  BB  SO  PO  A  LOB
------------------------------------------------------
Carrillo,Antonio cf.......... 5  1  1  0   0  1  3  0   1
Guardado,Gilbert rf.........  3  1  1  2   2  0  2  0   0
Lorenzana,Hector ss.........  5  1  3  1   0  1  4  1   1
Parisi,Nick dh..............  4  0  2  0   1 10  0  0   0
Garcia,Dylan 1b............  5  0  2  1   0 10  0  2   2
Garcia,Kevin c.............  5  1  1  0  0  0  0  0   1
Arlington,Matt lf..........  5  0  1  1   0  1  0  0   1
Conforti,Nick lf...........  0  0  0  0   0  0  0  0   0
Aguirre,Rich 2b............ 3  1  1  0  0  0  1  4   1
Enriquez,Andres 3b........  5  1  2  1   0 12  2  3   1
Gonzalez,Mark p............  4  0  0  0   0  0  1  0   1
Hamilts,Mitch p............  4  0  0  0   0  0  0  2   0
Yuhl,Keegan p..............  0  0  0  0   0  0  0  0   0
Totals................... 40  6 14  6   3  9 27 11  12

Southwestern 4

Player                      AB  R  H  RBI  BB  SO  PO  A  LOB
------------------------------------------------------
Burkhead,Bryan lf........... 5  1  1  0  0  0  0  1   1
Gonzalez,Francisco ss......  3  1  2  1  10 32  1  1
Aguilar,Ricardo 3b........  4  1  1  1  12 3  1  0   1
Gonzalez,Omar 1b...........  3  0  0  0  1  2  8  1   0
Villa,Sergio cf............  3  0  1  1  0  1 10  0   0
Saquilon,Nathan dh........  4  0  0  0  0  1 10  2   0
Carreon,Kevin 2b..........  3  1  1  0  1  1 13  1   0
Miranda,Johnny rf..........  2  0  1  0  0  0  1  0   1
Carriedo,Carlos ph........  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0   0
Mua,Christian rf...........  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0   0
Alvarez,Tony c.............  0  0  0  1  0  8  1  0   0
Martinez,Matt ph...........  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0   0
Collins,John c.............  1  0  0  0  1  1 10  0   0
SanMiguel,Chance ph.......  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0   0
Milke,Matt p................ 0  0  0  0  0  1  2  0   0
McGrath,Patrick p.........  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0   0
Perez,Alex p...............  0  0  0  0  0  1 10  0   0
Totals................... 32  4  8  4  3  5 27 12  6

Score by Innings                    R  H  E
-------------------------------------------
San Diego CC........ 001 110 030 - 6 14 1
Southwestern........ 001 000 030 - 4  8 1

E - Lorenzana,He; Carreon,Kevi. DP - SDCC 3; SWC 1. LOB - SDCC 12; SWC 6. 2B
- Guardado,Gil; Gonzalez,Fra; Aguilar,Rica; Carreon,Kevi. HBP - Aguirre,Ric 2;

San Diego CC

Player                            IP  H  R  ER  BB  SO  AB  BF
-----------------------------------------------
Vasquez,Mark........... 7.2  5  3  3  1  5  26 29
Hamels,Mitch......... 0.1  2  1 11  0  3  4
Yuhl,Keegan p........ 1.0  1  0  1  0  3  4
Southwestern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>ER</th>
<th>BB</th>
<th>SO</th>
<th>AB</th>
<th>BF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milke,Matt............ 6.0 9 3 2 2 8 27 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGrath,Patrick........ 2.0 5 3 3 1 1 10 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Perez,Alex............. 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4  

WP - Vasquez,Mark; Milke,Matt. HBP - by Milke,Matt (Aguirre,Ric); by Vasquez,Mark (Villa,Sergio); by Perez,Alex (Aguirre,Ric). BK - Milke,Matt. PB - Alvarez,Tony.

Umpires - 
Start: 12:00pm Time: Attendance: 
Milke,Matt faced 2 batters in the 7th.
Game: 031211

Play-by-Play

The Automated ScoreBook
San Diego CC at Southwestern - Play-by-Play
Mar 12, 2011 at Southwestern

Score by Innings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Diego CC........... 001 110 030 - 6 14 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwestern........... 001 000 030 - 4  8 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

San Diego CC starters: 3/cf Carrillo,An; 6/rf Guardado,Gil; 12/ss Lorenzana,He; 55/dh Parisi,Nick; 15/1b Garcia,Dylan; 10/c Garcia,Kevin; 9/lf Arlington,Ma; 2/2b Aguirre,Ric; 14/3b Enriquez,And; 23/p Vasquez,Mark; Southwestern starters: 10/1f Burkhead,Bry; 8/ss Gonzalez,Fra; 13/3b Aguilar,Rica; 17/1b Gonzalez,Oma; 6/cf Villa,Sergio; 30/dh Saquilon,Nat; 2/2b Carreon,Kevi; 32/rf Miranda,John; 7/c Alvarez,Tony; 28/p Milke,Matt;

San Diego CC 1st - Carrillo,An popped up to 1b. Guardado,Gil grounded out to p. Lorenzana,He struck out swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Southwestern 1st - Burkhead,Bry popped up to 3b. Gonzalez,Fra walked. Aguilar,Rica grounded into double play 2b to ss to 1b; Gonzalez,Fra out on the play. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

San Diego CC 2nd - Parisi,Nick singled. Garcia,Dylan popped up to ss. Garcia,Kevin struck out swinging. Parisi,Nick advanced to second on a wild pitch. Arlington,Ma struck out swinging. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Southwestern 2nd - Gonzalez,Oma grounded out to 3b. Villa,Sergio popped up to rf. Saquilon,Nat struck out swinging. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

San Diego CC 3rd - Aguirre,Ric singled. Aguirre,Ric advanced to second on a balk. Enriquez,And singled, RBI; Aguirre,Ric scored. Carrillo,An reached on a fielder's choice, advanced to second; Enriquez,And advanced to second, out at third p to ss to 3b. Guardado,Gil walked. Carrillo,An picked off, out at second c to ss. Lorenzana,He grounded out to 2b. 1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Southwestern 3rd - Carreon,Kevi doubled. Miranda,John singled; Carreon,Kevi advanced to third. Miranda,John advanced to second on a wild pitch. Alvarez,Tony flied out to rf, SAC, RBI; Miranda,John advanced to third; Carreon,Kevi scored. Burkhead,Bry grounded out to p. Gonzalez,Fra grounded out to 2b. 1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.
San Diego CC 4th - Parisi, Nick struck out swinging. Garcia, Dylan struck out swinging. Garcia, Kevin singled. Garcia, Kevin advanced to second on a passed ball. Arlington, Ma singled, RBI; Garcia, Kevin scored, unearned. Aguirre, Ric hit by pitch; Arlington, Ma advanced to second. Enriquez, And grounded out to 3b. 1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Southwestern 4th - Aguilar, Rica struck out looking. Gonzalez, Oma struck out swinging. Villa, Sergio lined out to cf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

San Diego CC 5th - Carrillo, An struck out swinging. Guardado, Gil out at first 1b to p. Lorenzana, He singled. Parisi, Nick singled; Lorenzana, He advanced to second. Garcia, Dylan singled, RBI; Parisi, Nick advanced to second; Lorenzana, He scored. Garcia, Kevin grounded out to 2b. 1 run, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Southwestern 5th - Saquilon, Nat popped up to 3b. Carreon, Kevi reached on a fielding error by ss. Miranda, John grounded into double play 3b to 2b to 1b; Carreon, Kevi out on the play. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.

San Diego CC 6th - Arlington, Ma reached on a fielding error by 2b. Aguirre, Ric struck out swinging. Enriquez, And struck out looking. Arlington, Ma stole second. Carrillo, An flew out to rf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.

Southwestern 6th - Martinez, Mat pinch hit for Alvarez, Tony. Martinez, Mat flew out to cf. Burkhead, Bry grounded out to 1b unassisted. Gonzalez, Fra singled. Aguilar, Rica reached on a fielder's choice; Gonzalez, Fra out at second ss to 2b. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

San Diego CC 7th - Collins, John to c for Martinez, Mat. Guardado, Gil walked. Lorenzana, He singled; Guardado, Gil advanced to second. McGrath, Patr to p for Milke, Matt. Parisi, Nick popped up to 3b. Garcia, Dylan singled; Lorenzana, He advanced to second; Guardado, Gil advanced to third. Garcia, Kevin grounded into double play 3b to 2b to 1b; Garcia, Dylan out on the play. 0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Southwestern 7th - Gonzalez, Oma struck out swinging. Villa, Sergio hit by pitch. Saquilon, Nat flew out to cf. Carreon, Kevi grounded out to 1b unassisted. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

San Diego CC 8th - Arlington, Ma lined out to ss. Aguirre, Ric struck out swinging. Enriquez, And singled. Carrillo, An singled; Enriquez, And advanced to second. Guardado, Gil doubled, 2 RBI; Carrillo, An scored; Enriquez, And scored. Lorenzana, He singled, RBI; Guardado, Gil scored. Parisi, Nick walked; Lorenzana, He advanced to second. Garcia, Dylan grounded out to 3b. 3 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

Southwestern 8th - Carriedo, Car pinch hit for Miranda, John. Carriedo, Car popped up to 1b. Collins, John struck out swinging. Burkhead, Bry singled. Gonzalez, Fra doubled, RBI; Burkhead, Bry scored. Hamels, Mitch to p for Vasquez, Mark. Aguilar, Rica doubled, RBI; Gonzalez, Fra scored. Gonzalez, Oma walked. Villa, Sergio singled, RBI; Gonzalez, Oma advanced to second; Aguilar, Rica scored. Saquilon, Nat grounded out to ss. 3 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.

San Diego CC 9th - Mua, Christia to rf for Carriedo, Car. Perez, Alex to p for McGrath, Patr. Garcia, Kevin grounded out to p unassisted. Arlington, Ma grounded out to ss. Aguirre, Ric hit by pitch. Enriquez, And lined out to cf. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Southwestern 9th - Conforti, Nic to lf for Arlington, Ma. Yuhl, Keegan to p
for Hamels,Mitch. Carreon,Kevi walked. Mua,Christia grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b; Carreon,Kevi out on the play. SanMiguel,Ch pinch hit for Collins,John. SanMiguel,Ch singled. Burkhead,Bry popped up to 2b. 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.